
Redeeming Your Gift AIOP Ticket

This Short PDF Shows you exactly how to redeem that gift certificate
someone sent you to pay for your first month of All In One Profits (AIOP)

 

Hello,  

My name is Dave Fullmer and I am a member of AIOP and sometimes I am willing to 
Pay It Forward to a new prospect to help them decide to join AIOP.  For what ever 
reason I choose to do so, I then send out a link to the prospect.  That link would be
http://www.allinoneprofits.com/gift.php?id=grampat78  and the image below shows
the page it leads to.

http://www.allinoneprofits.com/gift.php?id=grampat78


If you have received a link from someone that shows this page it is really easy to join
and redeem your gift certificate

Just remember that when you do, that this only pays for the first month and you will
have to set up payment to continue to use the products AIOP furnishes.  

However immediately on joining and redeeming the gift certificate, you have all the
rights of using the product and receiving commissions from any referral you might 
receive.

So to join, first jot down the 6 digit number that is shown in the box on the page you
receive.  It will NOT be the 903373 number you see in this image.

Then click on the “Join Here” button.

You will see:



Click on “Join”

Fill out the form , enter the captcha text, check the “I have read....” circle and 
ciick the bottom Join All In One Profits button

On the next page you receive you will be asked to upgrade by paying and there will 



be a spot to enter the code that you jotted down from the first join page you 
received.  If you failed to jot the number down, you can return to the original page 
and find it again.

This pdf should help you to know how to redeem the PIF Gift Certificate also 
referred to as a PIF ticket.

Thank You,

Dave Fullmer

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
About Dave Fullmer
Dave Fullmer is a retired technician who worked 46 years on the electrical circuitry of automated 
manufacturing equipment. For the past 10 years he has been doing various marketing programs on the 
internet with some successes and some failures. He loves to share some of what he has learned so that 
others don't have to go through the trial and error frustrations of trying to learn by themselves


